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Exercise 2.1 Consider the ABox

A =
{

A(d), A(e), A( f ), B( f ), r(d, e), r(e, g), s(e, f ), s(g, g), s(g, d)
}

with the following graphical representation:
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For each of the followingALC-concepts C, list all individuals that are instances of C w.r.t.A. Compare
your results to Exercise 1.2.
(a) At B

(b) E

s.¬A

(c) A

s.A

(d) E

s.

E

s.

E

s.

E

s.A

(e) ¬ E

r.(¬Au¬B)

(f) E

s.(Au A

s.¬B)u¬ A

r.

E

r.(At¬A)

Exercise 2.2 Extend theALC-TBox T from Exercise 1.3 to anALCIQ-knowledge baseK by adding
axioms that capture the following statements (using the additional concept name Broken and the
individual names Bob andQE2):
(i) Cars have between three and four wheels.
(ii) Bicycles have exactly two wheels.
(iii) A vehicle is controlled by at most one human.
(iv) A thing with a broken part is broken.
(v) Bob controls a car with a wheel that has a broken axle.
(vi) Bob is a human.
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(vii) Bob controls QE2.
(viii) QE2 is a vehicle that travels on water.
Which of the following statements aboutK is true?
(a) K is consistent.
(b) The concept Boatu E

hasPart.Wheel is satisfiable w.r.t.K.
(c) The concept Boatu E

poweredBy.Engine is satisfiable w.r.t.K.
(d) The concept CaruBicycle is satisfiable w.r.t.K.
(e) The conceptDriveruVehicle is satisfiable w.r.t.K.
(f) The conceptDriveruChild is satisfiable w.r.t.K.
(g) The concept E

controls.CaruChild is satisfiable w.r.t.K.
(h) The concept E

controls.CaruChilduHuman is satisfiable w.r.t.K.
(i) Bob is an instance ofAdultw.r.t.K.
(j) Bob is an instance ofDriverw.r.t.K.
(k) Bob is an instance of (AdultuDriver) w.r.t.K.
(l) Bob is an instance of E

controls.(CaruBroken) w.r.t.K.
(m) QE2 is an instance of Boatw.r.t.K.
(n) Driver is subsumed byHumanw.r.t.K.
(o) Adult is subsumed byHumanw.r.t.K.
(p) Humanu E

controls.(Vehicleu E

hasPart.Wheelu E

poweredBy.Engine) is subsumed byAdult
w.r.t.K.

(q) E

controls.Car is subsumed byAdultw.r.t.K.

Exercise 2.3 Prove Lemma 2.18 from the lecture: Let K = (T ,A) be a knowledge base. If a is an
instance of C w.r.t.K and C vT D, then a is an instance of D w.r.t.K.

Exercise 2.4 Consider the acyclic TBox T that contains the following definitions:

MastersStudent ≡ Studentu E

enrolledIn.MastersProgram

DiplomStudent ≡ Studentu E

enrolledIn.DiplomProgram

Student ≡ Humanu E

attends.Course

Lecturer ≡ Humanu E

teaches.Course

Course ≡ Lecturet Seminar

Human ≡WomantMan

Construct its expanded version T̂ , as defined in the lecture (proof of Proposition 2.7). After each
replacement step, write down the dependency graph GT ′ and the function `T ′ for the current TBox T ′.
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Exercise 2.5 Cyclic TBoxes are defined similarly to acyclic TBoxes, with the exception that they contain
cyclic definitions. We consider an expansion procedure for cyclic TBoxes that applies the same
replacement steps as for acyclic TBoxes, but does not require that `T (A) = 1 to apply a replacement
step to A. This procedure obviously does not terminate.
(a) Show that applying one such replacement step to a cyclic TBox T may even be incorrect, i.e., the
resulting TBox may not be equivalent to T .

(b) Find a cyclic TBox for which all replacement steps are correct (even though the procedure does
not terminate).

Exercise 2.6 Recall Corollary 2.8 from the lecture, which shows that every primitive interpretation has
a unique extension to a model of a given acyclic TBox. Consider the cyclic TBox

T := {A ≡ E

r.B, B ≡ E

r.¬A}.

(a) Is there a primitive interpretation that cannot be extended to a model of T ?
(b) Is there a primitive interpretation that can be extended in several ways to a model of T ?
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